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haven of tranquility. The Superior rooms offer a large four

poster bed, writing desk, a colonial dining corner to take break-

fast, or enjoy the early morning sun on the large terrace with

fantastic views over the valley. The bathroom has a separate rain

-forest-shower in addition to the bathtub. Three rooms contain 2

single four poster beds. The lodge is perfect for large family

celebrations, group holidays and weddings - both large or

intimate catered for. With its seclusion, elegance, superior

service and attention to every detail there's no wonder Lodge

Ronda is the choice of many celebrities.

The Lodge Ronda,
www.thelodgeronda.com
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S
et in the heart of Andalucía, surrounded by the

beautiful rolling hills sits The Lodge Ronda, a

beautiful lodge available for private hire perfect for

friends and family. Inspired by African lodges this

grand guesthouse resides on 22 acres of private ground. With

open plan living, the main lounge features a lounge with large

fireplace and multiple decked terraces overlooking the lawn and

swimming pool, with a backdrop of the Serrania de Ronda

mountains. The professional kitchen is fully equipped. Michelin

trained chefs and waitresses are at your disposal to serve you

with delicacies made from local fresh ingredients. Watch the

chefs as they demonstrate their skills. You can even take away

their recipes. Within the gardens is a multi-function room with

open fire and under-floor heating, perfect for yoga and pilates.

Also ideal for company meetings. For pure relaxation enjoy

massage therapies in the dedicated massage room. Lodge Ronda

has seven double or twin bedrooms, all with en- suite bathrooms

and private terraces. The massage-room with full bathroom

could be used as an extra room and an extra bed could be placed

in the studio. All rooms are airy, bright, centrally-heated and a

Lodge Ronda
A CHARMING LUXURIOUS VILLA

AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE HIRE
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